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desire definition meaning merriam webster May 12
2024

the meaning of desire is to long or hope for exhibit or feel desire for how
to use desire in a sentence synonym discussion of desire

desire definition meaning dictionary com Apr 11
2024

desire is a strong feeling worthy or unworthy that impels to the
attainment or possession of something that is in reality or imagination
within reach a desire for success craving implies a deep and imperative
wish for something based on a sense of need and hunger a craving for food
companionship a longing is an intense wish generally

desire english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar
10 2024

desire definition 1 to want something especially strongly 2 to have a
strong sexual attraction to someone 3 a learn more

the four stages of desire from everything to one
thing Feb 09 2024

to be human is to desire what we do not have desire motivates us in many
important ways physical desire for example is called hunger or thirst
intellectual desire is called curiosity

desire synonyms 185 similar and opposite words
merriam Jan 08 2024

synonyms for desire urge longing craving thirst hunger passion appetite
yearning antonyms of desire hatred disgust dislike distaste nausea
revulsion repulsion loathing
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132 synonyms antonyms for desire thesaurus
com Dec 07 2023

find 132 different ways to say desire along with antonyms related
words and example sentences at thesaurus com

desire stanford encyclopedia of philosophy Nov
06 2023

to desire is to be in a particular state of mind it is a state of mind
familiar to everyone who has ever wanted to drink water or desired to
know what has happened to an old friend but its familiarity does not
make it easy to give a theory of desire

desire definition meaning synonyms vocabulary
com Oct 05 2023

if you re talking about the longings of the heart use the word desire
when you are studying for a difficult history exam the desire to be
somewhere far away doing something fun might be very strong desire can
be used as both a noun and a verb is your boyfriend your heart s desire

desire noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage Sep 04 2023

check pronunciation desire definition of desire noun in oxford advanced
learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more

desire definition and meaning collins english
dictionary Aug 03 2023

desire is a strong feeling worthy or unworthy that impels to the
attainment or possession of something that is in reality or imagination
within reach a desire for success craving implies a deep and imperative
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wish for something based on a sense of need and hunger a craving for food
companionship

the problem of desire psychology today Jul 02
2023

an acute short term crisis of desire corresponds to boredom and a
chronic crisis to depression it is desire that moves us and gives our life
direction and meaning perhaps not meaning in the

desire definition of desire by the free dictionary
Jun 01 2023

desire is a strong wish worthy or unworthy for something that is or
seems to be within reach a desire for success craving implies a deep and
compelling wish for something arising from a feeling of literal or
figurative hunger a craving for food a craving for companionship

desire wikipedia Apr 30 2023

desires are states of mind that are expressed by terms like wanting
wishing longing or craving a great variety of features is commonly
associated with desires they are seen as propositional attitudes
towards conceivable states of affairs they aim to change the world by
representing how the world should be unlike beliefs which aim

5 elements of desire formation psychology
today Mar 30 2023

desire provides motivational force for pursuing our goals desires are
directed toward specific objects or people with a promise of gain in
pleasure or relief from discomfort
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philosophy of desire wikipedia Feb 26 2023

philosophy of desire in philosophy desire has been identified as a recurring
philosophical problem it has been variously interpreted as what compels
someone towards the highest state of human nature or consciousness as
well as being posited as either something to be eliminated or a powerful
source of potential

the nature of desire oxford academic Jan 28
2023

how are we to understand desire s direction of fit how do desires explain
action are desires evaluative states is the guise of the good true should
we adopt an alternative picture that emphasizes desire s deontic nature
which view of desire does the neuroscientific evidence favor

desire manga wikipedia Dec 27 2022

desire ������ yabai kimochi is a yaoi manga written by maki kazumi and
illustrated by yukine honami it was published in october 2004 by digital
manga publishing inc a novelisation called desire dangerous feelings was
also produced

our desire for inexpensive food is putting us in
danger Nov 25 2022

nyt opinion a dairy worker in texas contracts h5n1 bird flu after
contact with infected cows and suffers eye inflammation weeks later a
dairy worker in michigan begins to cough and then tests positive for the
virus

desire definition in american english collins english
Oct 25 2022

desire is a strong feeling worthy or unworthy that impels to the
attainment or possession of something that is in reality or imagination
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within reach a desire for success craving implies a deep and imperative
wish for something based on a sense of need and hunger a craving for food
companionship

desire manga myanimelist net Sep 23 2022

looking for information on the manga desire find out more with
myanimelist the world s most active online anime and manga community
and database takashi fujii is an elite salaryman who had graduated from
a high class university one day he meets a mysterious lady by the name
rikaco and his desire starts to silently but intensely burn
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